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Abstract: The covid-19 hospitalization rate is higher among 

65years and above, since most of this individual have an 

underlying condition and with highest percentage of them living 

in assisted facilities. This research conducted a cluster 

relationship pattern mining between age, sex, underlying 

condition, and hospitalization status in five states in United 

States of America. Relationship between these data were 

evaluated before data were preprocessed. Over 1million data 

were preprocessed and summarized in Waikato Environment 

for Knowledge Analysis. Pattern recognition algorithms were 

applied to build a hospitalization cluster for a summarized data 

for the age group within this 1million population. The 

hospitalization patterns within this age bracket were analyzed. 
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1.INTRODUCTION

The process of containing the spread and lowering the Covid-

19 hospitalization rate has led the government to institute a  

variety of control measures via both government and the 

NGOs across the world. Pre data analyses were conducted 

based on an available public data and were correlated with 

data from the Centre for Disease Control (CDC). Evaluating 

the relationship between age group (65years and above) and 

underlying condition was tagged as factor 1 while 

relationship between age group (65years and above) and 

hospitalization status was tagged as factor 2. The data were 

summarized into Hospitalized Date, Number Hospitalized Per 

State and the Number Hospitalized by State Rolling Total. 

Five states namely Indiana, North Carolina, New York, Ohio 

and Pennsylvania hospitalization data were extracted from 

the master data, preprocessed using the constraints based 

sequential pattern mining to identify the frequent patterns in 

the hospitalization data 

2.LITERATURE REVIEW

Constraint-based sequential pattern mining that rely on a 

multi-valued decision diagram (MDD) accommodate 

multiple items. Maintaining the integrity of the applicability 

off an MDD-based prefix-projection algorithm and compare 

its performance against a typical generate-and-check variant, 

as well as a state-of-the-art constraint-based sequential 

pattern mining algorithm [1] Sequential Pattern Mining 

(SPM) is a fundamental data mining task with a large array of  

applications in marketing, health care, finance, and 

bioinformatics, to name a few. Frequent patterns are used, 

e.g., to extract knowledge from data within decision support

tools, to develop novel association rules, and to design more

effective recommender systems [2]. Graphical representations 

of a database have been shown to be effective in item-set 

mining and SPM [3]. 

3.METHODOLOGY

This research adopted cross industry standard process for 

data mining (CRISP -DM). Data were preprocessed and 

summarized into clusters before partitioning into training 

and testing sets. For even calibration and data adjustment, 

65percent of the data were used in the training and 35percent 

were used in testing using the explorer application of 

Waikato environment for knowledge analysis. 

The determining variables based on this research data were 

month, state, county, race and ethnicity while determinant 

variables were age group, sex and hospitalization status. 

Assisted living/care giving homes population per county 

were calculated and was classified as high, normal and low. 

Factor 1= 1 – a (b Ռ c) ………………………………...   (1) 

Factor 2 = 1- a (c Ռ d) …………………………………   (2) 
a= population size b=count of patients that are (65years and 

above) c = underlying condition d= number hospitalized per 

cluster.  

Total of 1,200,000 dataset was extracted from the CDC 

website and Cross Industry Standard Process for Data 

Mining was adopted. The data were summarized to captured 

data extracted from the data source (CDC website).  Data 

was summarized into 36,567 rows and 12 attributes. The 

cluster model on the Explorer platform were trained using 

the percentage split of 70percent for classes to cluster 

evaluation and 30percent for testing at different iteration. 

The output of the model after training and testing is in the 

snippet below with their cluster’s instances. 

Figure 1: Clustered Instances Analysis 

Cluster 0       2488 (23%) PA hospitalization is highest 

Cluster 1  1643 (15%) NY hospitalization is highest 

Cluster 2  3976 (36%) IN hospitalization is highest 

Cluster 3  1526 (14%) OH hospitalization is highest 

Cluster 4  1338 (12%) NC hospitalization is highest 

Figure 2: Model Cluster Analysis 
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Table1: Model Metrics 

 Cluster0 Cluster1 Cluster2 Cluster3 Cluster4 

TPR 0.78 0.72 0.56 0.67 0.98 

FPR 0.43 0.57 0.32 0.77 0.18 

CL 0.78 0.65 0.55 0.69 0.89 

 

TPR = True Positive Rate FPR = False Positive Rate  

CL = Convergence Level 

 

4.RESULT DISCUSSION 

The model formed a super cluster at cluster4 with the highest 

precision of 0.11. Hospitalization rate was on the average as 

evaluated by the by SPM. Factor 2 relationship predominated 

the pattern mining which make the model to converge at 

iteration 7 based on the sequential relationship between Factor 

1 and Factor 2. From Table 1, the true positive rate and the 

convergence level values validated the relationship pattern 

between the underlying conditions and number hospitalized 

per cluster. The pattern analysis revealed that hospitalization 

rate at Cluster 0,2,3 and 4 for New York is low which is 

equivalent to the behavior exhibited by Pennsylvania 

hospitalization pattern from Cluster 1,2,3 and 4. 

The analysis also revealed that Ohio, North Carolina and 

Indiana patten of hospitalization are similar. This similarity is 

due to the lower relationship between underlying conditions 

and number hospitalized per cluster. The SPM revealed that 

Factor 1 is greater than Factor 2 that is, Factor 1 dominated 

the cluster distribution by 65percent and even represented 

80percent of the summarized data used in this research. 

The cross validation and percentage split form the calibrating 

method that were adopted before the model can learn from the 

historical data. While iterations were performed at intervals as 

shown by Fig 1. 
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